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ABSTRACT
Over the past few decades, the studies on algorithms inspired by nature have shown that these methods can be efficiently used to eliminate most of the difficulties of classical methods. Nature inspired algorithms are widely used to solve optimization problems with complex nature. Various research works are carried out and algorithms are presented based on that during last few decades. Recently, some new algorithms inspired from nature are proposed to further improve the solutions obtained by the algorithms presented before. In this paper, a survey of five recently introduced Nature inspired algorithms is carried out. They include Firefly algorithm (FA), Cuckoo Search (CS), and Bat Inspired Algorithm (BA). Each of these algorithms are introduced and applied on various numerical optimization functions by various authors. We have tried to review and study the papers published by the authors and present a conclusion of this survey based on the results obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nature inspired algorithms are probabilistic search methods which simulates the natural evolution or the behavior of the natural entities. These algorithms are used very widely to find an optimal solution for various optimization problems as they produce best solutions. Genetic Algorithm (GA) [1], Ant Colony Optimization [2], Simulated Annealing (SA) [3], Differential Evolution (DE) [4] and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [5] and Bee colony Optimization [6] are some example of them. All of them suffer from some problems though they work very well. A new category of classical evolutionary optimization algorithms has emerged to cope with the problems faced by the above algorithms. Firefly algorithm (FA) [7][8][9][10], Cuckoo Search (CS) [10][11][12][13], and Bat Algorithm (BA) [10][14][15][16][17][18] are the some recently introduced powerful optimization algorithms to list them. They are successfully applied to many problems. In this paper a comparative survey of performances of these recently introduced algorithms is presented. Performance comparison is carried out based on the results obtained by the authors, while aplying them to certain benchmark functions.

This paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction is given in section 1. A brief discussion of FA is given in section 2. Section 3 discusses the Cuckoo Search. A discussion on Bat algorithm is presented in section 4. The details and a discussion of results obtained by various authors are given in section 5. Finally paper ends with the conclusion, acknowledgment and references with the sections 6, 7 and 8 respectively.

2. FIREFLY ALGORITHM
X. S. Yang [7][8][9][10] introduced the Firefly Algorithm (FA) in 2008. It is a nature-inspired algorithm. It is inspired by the fireflies’ light emission, light absorption and the mutual attraction behaviors. Firefly algorithm was developed to solve the continuous optimization problems initially. Later on it is modified for solving discrete problems like Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP), Traveling Salesman Problem and various other problems. The Firefly Algorithm is one of the newest meta-heuristics.

As The firefly algorithm (FA) is an inspiration from the flashing behavior of fireflies. Firefly uses its flash as a communication medium to attract other fireflies. These flashing characteristics of fireflies inspire to develop algorithms based on them. Following three idealized rules are formed to achieve simplicity for describing FA.

1. All fireflies will be attracted by each other without considering their sex.
2. The attractiveness of fireflies is directly proportional to the brightness of them, and both of them reduce with the increase in the distances between them. Normally a less bright one will move towards the brighter one. They will move randomly in case of same brightness.
3. In no case a less bright one can attract the brighter one then that and it moves randomly.

Generally the brightness of a firefly is related to the landscape of the objective function. In a case of maximization problem, it is considered to be proportional to the objective function value. The way used by genetic algorithms to form the objective functions can simply be followed for defining the other forms of brightness. The pseudo code of (FA) is as shown in figure 01 based on the rules as well as the objective function information.

The process of firefly algorithm starts with the initialization of the population of fireflies. Each firefly in a population represents a candidate solution. The size of the population determines the number of solutions or the size of the search space. In the next step, each firefly is evaluated based on their fitness (Light Intensity). Distance between any fireflies can be defined as a Cartesian distance. The distance function developed is used to find the distance between two fireflies. Attractiveness function is defined by using light intensity, distance and an absorption coefficient. Movement of firefly is defined by a movement function. It is defined by using current position, attractiveness and a random walk.

2.1 Pseudo-code of FA
Pseudo-code of firefly algorithm (FA) is given below.

Begin
1) define Objective function;
2) generate an initial population of fireflies;
3) formulate light intensity associated with objective function;
4) define absorption coefficient
5) while (t<MaxGeneration)
   /
   for i=1:n (all n fireflies)
   for j=1:n (n fireflies)
   if (Ii > Ij),

The mammals known as bat in the flight iteration, so uses echolocation to differentiate objects with noise.

The pseudo code of Bat Algorithm (BA) is shown in 4.1

Pseudo-code of BA [7][8][9][10]

3. CUCKOO SEARCH

The Cuckoo Search (CS)[10][11][12][13] was inspired by the breeding process of some cuckoo species where they lay their eggs in the nests of host birds. Some female cuckoos can imitate the colors and patterns of the eggs of a few species which they select as host species. This ability reduces the probability of the eggs being discarded by the host species and increases re-productivity. Some times there can be a direct conflict of host birds with interfering cuckoos. In such a situation, host birds either throw eggs away or they may destroy their nests and build new ones at other place. Cuckoos normally choose a nest where the host bird just laid its own eggs. In general, the cuckoo eggs hatch slightly earlier than their host eggs. Once the first cuckoo chick is hatched, cuckoos evict the eggs of the host by pushing them out of the nest. This act increases the share of food for cuckoo chicks from the host bird.

The egg in a nest represents a solution, while a cuckoo egg represents a new solution. The aim is to achieve better solutions by employing a new better egg which is from cuckoo to replace not-so-good solutions in the nests. In the simplest form, each nest has one egg. The CS is based on three idealized rules:

1. Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time, and dumps it in a randomly chosen nest;
2. The best nests with high quality of eggs (solutions) will carry over to the next generations;
3. The number of available host nests is fixed, and a host can discover an alien egg with a probability.

In this case, the host bird can either throw the egg away or abandon the nest to build a completely new nest in a new location. For simplicity, the last assumption can be approximated by a fraction of the total nests being replaced by new nests, having new random solutions. For a maximization problem, the quality or fitness of a solution can simply be proportional to the objective function. Other forms of fitness can be defined in a similar way to the fitness function in genetic algorithms.

3.1 Pseudo-code of CS

Pseudo-code of Cuckoo Search (CS) is given below.

Begin

4.1 Pseudo-code of BA

The pseudo code of Bat Algorithm (BA) is shown in following figure.

1. define objective function
2. initialize the population of the bats
3. define and initialize parameters
4. while(Termination criterion not met)
   / define objective function,
   generate initial population of host nests,
   while (criteria not met)
   / get a cuckoo randomly;
   evaluate the fitness of it;
   choose a nest from the population randomly;
   if(fitness of selected nest is high)
   / Abandon a fraction of worse nests and build new ones at new locations;
   keep the best nests (solutions);
   rank the nests and find the current best;
   / post process results and visualization;
   End

Fig. 01 Pseudo-code of FA [7][8][9][10]

4. BAT ALGORITHM

Bat Algorithm (BA)[10][14][15][16][17][18] is a recently introduced nature inspired algorithm. It is introduced by Yang and inspired by behaviors of Bats. The mammals known as Bats have wings and a very good feature of generating echolocation. Yang has used these characteristics of bat for the development of his BA. This algorithm is based on three important rules. They are given below.

1. For sensing distance, bat uses its’ echolocation capacity. It also uses echolocation to differentiate between food and prey and background barriers even in the darkness.
2. Bats used to fly randomly with some characteristics like a velocity, fixed frequency and loudness to search for a prey.
3. It also features the variations in the loudness from a large loudness to minimum loudness.

Normally, Bats fly randomly with a velocity, a position and a frequency which is fixed. They also use a varying wavelength and loudness to find the prey. Depending on the proximity of the target, they can automatically adjust frequency of pulses emitted and pulse rate. Here, loudness varies from a large value to a smaller value. For simplicity, the frequency, the new solutions, velocities at a specific time step and a parameter used here is represented by a vector which is random.

Bat Algorithm starts with initializing a population of bats, each of which is assigned a starting position (initial solution), rate of pulse, loudness and a find frequency. Here rate of pulse and loudness are defined randomly. Every bat will move from initial solutions toward global best solution with each iteration. Pulse emission and loudness are updated if any bat finds a better solution after moving. During flying iteration, the best so far solution is updated. This process is repeated continuously till the termination criteria are satisfied. The best so far solution achieved is considered as final best solution.

/ generate the new solutions randomly
if(Pulse rate (rand) > current)
   select a solution among the best solution
   generate the local solution around the selected best ones.
end if
/ generate a new solution by flying randomly

Fig. 02 Pseudo-code of CS [10][11][12][13]
if ( loudness & pulse frequency (rand) < current )
    accept the new solutions
    increase pulse rate and reduce loudness
end if
rank the bats and find the current best

5. Results and visualization

Fig. 03 Pseudo-code of BA [10][14][15][16][17][18]

5. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

In this section, the results obtained for different standard test functions by various authors are collected, displayed and discussed on various parameters. The results are in the form of success rate which is average number of function evaluations required to reach to global optima. Authors have also derived mean values of the function evaluations with a standard deviation in their research work. We have only taken the success rate in percentage to show them in table. Following Table displays the results for Firefly algorithm, Cuckoo search and Bat algorithm. This table also consists the results obtained with the Genetic algorithm (GA) and Particle swarm optimization (PSO) for the same. Authors have applied their algorithms on ten various functions. These includes: Michalewicz’s, Rosenbrock’s, DeJong’s, Schwefel’s, Ackley’s, Rastrigin’s, Easom’s, Griewank’s, Shubert’s, Yang’s and Multiple peaks function. By observing the table, it is clearly found that the algorithms like FA, CS, and BA produce the best results then the algorithms like GA and PSO. They almost produces 100% success rate for all the functions used by the authors for their research work. Even the results obtained by the other authors indicates the newer algorithms best. We can simply derive a very high potentiality of these algorithms from the survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions/Algorithms</th>
<th>GA (%)</th>
<th>PSO (%)</th>
<th>FA (%)</th>
<th>CS(%)</th>
<th>BA(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michalewicz’s</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenbrock’s</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeJong’s</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwefel’s</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackley’s</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rastrigin’s</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easom’s</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griewank’s</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shubert’s</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang’s</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSION

We have surveyed some recently introduced nature inspired algorithms like: Firefly algorithm, Cuckoo search and Bat algorithm. We have reviewed the research papers from various authors, who have used them to solve optimization problems. We have considered the results produced by these algorithms for standard test function to conclude with a statement that they have tremendous ability to solve various continuous as well as discrete optimization problems.
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